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INTRODUCTION
Root-knot nematodes, !9loidogrne_ spp., have been studied extensively since they were shown to cause plant disease by Berkeley in
lBSS (4).

This cosmopolitan group ot nematodes, which consists or

20 or more species and subspecies, is perhaps the most destructive
nematode group of crop plants in tropical,
perate regions or the world (77).

The list

subtropical and warm temor plants knownto be sus-

ceptible to these nematodes includes nearly all cultivated plants (44).
The typical susceptible host response to attack by these nematodes is the formation or thick walled "giant cells".

The giant cells

are formed either by dissolution or cell walls followed b;y coalescence

ot the cell contents (16, 39), or by enlargement or single cells (34,

60). The enlarged cells becomemultinucleate by karyokin.eaia without

c;ytokineais (33), and b;y acquisition of nuclei from the coalescence or
cells in giant cell formation (S).

Giant cell developunt is intimately associated with maturation
and repreductien ot the parasites.

sites

The enlarged cells serve as feeding

tor the nematodes and the quantity and quality of the nutrients

provided influence the time required tor maturation of the nematodes
(10), size of adults, and number or eggs produced (10, 16).

Giant

cells are most active metabolically at the time the adult females begin to la;r eggs (S).

Giant cell formation is thought to be induced b;y

substances which are introduced b;y feeding nematodes (42).
Roet-knot nematodes are not able to successfully complete their
life c;ycles in all plants (10).
ported as early as 1899 (7).

Root-knot resistance

in plants was re-

In spite of the numerous reports ot

2

"resistant"

plants,

little

is known of the factors which promote

(69).

nematode resistance

Expression of resistance

in plants to nematodes is variable,

but the most commonexpression of genetic resistance
of the genus Meloidogyne is the necrotic reaction,

to the nematodes
including browning

ot the tissue (l.S). Dit.:t'erences in phenolic substrates in plants or
beta-glucosidases

in nematodes have been investigated

in

to explain these

resistant reactions (S0,86). Cells ma7 also exhibit hypersensitivity

(l.S, 16, 68). Our present knowledge of the susceptible

resistant

and

reactions of plants to root-knot nematodes is based mainl7

upon obaervations made with the light microscope (1.S, 23, 39, 73).
Giant cell fine structure was first

veral other investigators

have also studied the ultrastructure

host-pathogen relationships

(27).

of the resistance

by Paulson and Webster (60) who

reaction caused by~- incognita.

The purpose or this study was to investigate
resistance
of resistant

or the

to Msloidogzne, were also inves-

Ultrastructure

reaction has also been investigated
described a hypersensitive

Se-

(19, 33, 34, 59), and giant cells caused

by Heterodera, a genus closely related

tigated by Gipson et!!.•

reported by Bird (,S).

the mechanisms of

by comparing the histology- of root-knot nematode reactions
alfalfa

with susceptible

alfalfa

tron microscopy-and histochemical techniques.

by-use of light and elec-

3

MATERIAIS
AND
METHODS
Al.talf'a selections
6$-393-duplex reaiatantJ

used in thia stud.7 were Lahontan-auceptibleJ
and 6S-410-qudruplex

Seed ot the reaiatant

reaiatant.

University- ot Nevada. The duplex reaiatant

clones M-7 and H-9 vi th daninant monogenic resistance

hapla Chitwood (76) and elite

clones

J. Bunt, USDA,

and quadruplex resistant

were developed b7 the backcroas method uing

alfaltas

Vernal altalfa
to Mllo1~91m!

or the varieties Washoeand Lahon-

Lahontan was ued as the susceptible variet7.

tan (3S).
'!he

D1matodesused in this investigation

tomatoes in the greenhouse.
Griti'in,

o.

was provided b7

altalta

culture was obtained from a. D.

1'he original

USDA,Utah State University', who started

single egg mus.

The resistant

alfalfa

tor re1:l.1tance to this population.

which mq occur within
was used in this stuq.

In order to avoid race clU'tereaces
the lame nematode population

Fcs maaaes, picked trom tomato roots, were

distilled

urated

water.

water then allowed to hatch in continuousl.7
Batched larvae served as inocula.

For control plants,
mechan:lcall7 scarit:led,

the population trom a

lines were preTioul.7 acreened

!! Hap~ species,

waahad in sterile
distilled

were maintained on

resistant

and susceptible

surface sterilized

rite tor 10 minutes, washed twice in sterile

alfalfa

with 1.2.$%sodium bypochlo•
diatilled

water, then ger-

minated between moist paper towels at room temperature.
infection studiea were sillilarl.7 scarified
in steam sterilized

whi ta eand.

seeds were

Seeds for the

and sterilized

then planted

Dixie cups containing aand and seed were

placed in a growth chaaber at a da7 temperature ot 300 C and a night
temperature ot 20°

o.

The aeeda were watered with distilled

water until

germination, then dilute Hoaglands solution was used alternatel7with
distilled

water ever7 other watering period.
Seedlings were inoculated with a nematode suspension while

still

in the cot7ledon stage or development. The neaatodes were lo-

calized around the roots or each seedling with an automatic syringe equipped with an aspirating needle.
were harvested 1 1 21 3,
sistant

The quadruplex resistant

seedlings

4, S, and 10 da,s after inoculation; duplex re-

seedlings were harvested 21 1, 91 11, 1$, 2;, 301 3$1 and h4 days

af'ter inoculation;

and Lahontan seedlings were harvested 11 2 1 31

11 91 10, 121 17, and 30 days after inoculation.
The terminal 1-2

lllJll

or roots was fixed.

4, S,

This included the meri-

stematic tissue, which is the primar7 area ot the root involved in the
plant-nematode interaction.

All tissues were fixed according to the

methods described b7 Hess (31).

Deh7dration was b7 a graded ethanol se-

ries followed b7 several changes in absolute acetone.

The root tips

were •bedded in plastic according to the methods of Mollenhauer (48)
or Spurr ( 7$), and post a tained w1th Reynolds ( 6S) lead citrate.

The tissues which were examined with the light microscope were
sectioned

o.;-1.; microns thick after which the7 were secured

to glass

slides b7 tloating on water or l~ acetone followed b7 oven or hot-plate
drying.

The sections were then stained with various histochemical

stains and examinedwith a phase microscope.
For general observation, light microscope sections were stained
with toluidine blue as described b7 Trump~ al.

and localization

(79). Protein content

was determined b7 Fisher's method using CoomaaaieBril•

liant Blue (24). Unsaturated lipids and carboh7dratea were investi-

gated b7 the m.ethoddescribed b7 Feder and O'Brien (22).

Additional

5
intormation on the nature of the cell walls and the cytoplasmic contents
was obtained using the modified mmatoxylin-safranin
by Cooley !l~•

(13), and by toluidine

O'Brien !1 ~• (55).

techniques reported

blue O methods described by

In order to link histochemical information with cell ultra-

structure,

tissues were first

trimmed and sectioned for light micro-

scopy examination, then areas of particular

interest

were further trimmed

and sectioned for electron microscopy.
As a check to determine whether growth regulators
involved in structural
hontan alfalfa

or light were

changes observed in giant cell proplastids,

seeds were planted in steam sterilized

placed in polyethylene bags.

The bags were tilted

La-

sand which was
so roots of the seed-

lings would contact the sides of the bags to allow exposure to light and
permit root treatment.
capillary

made by drawing heated small

tubes to extremely fine diameters, were used to inject SO-SOO

ppn indole-acetic
pipettes

Micropipettes,

acid (IAA) into roots near the root tips.

After the

containing the IAAwere placed into the roots they were left

in place to provide a slow continuous supply of growth regulator.
tilled

water was similarly

injected

into control roots.

Dis-
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RESULTS

One susceptible

and two resistant

tected with the Northern root-knot

varieties

ot altalta

were in-

nematode, Meloidogne !iapla and the

plant responses to this nematode were investigated

by- light

and electron

micro1coP7.
Non-infected control tissuE!!_
of root tips of non-infected

The ultrastructure
and resistant

alfalfa

the pre-cortex

roots was identical.

were almost spherical

to cell volume.

Cells of the root cap and

and contained small vacuoles.

cytoplasm or these cells was relativelyin proportion

susceptible

dense and nuclei were not large

Cells of the provascular

tissue were

angular in shape and had dense cy-toplasm. and large nuclei.
tochondria,

rqh

endoplasmic reticulum,
(Fig. 1).

were distinctive

plastids

Nuclei, mi-

dict70somes, and proplastids

Ribosomes were also abundant.

Mitochondria were characteristicallyalso had a variety

The

oval-shaped;

however, they

ot other shapes including rods and dabbells.

Pro-

were bounded by-double unit membranes. The matrix often con-

tained starch grains and phytoterritin
the cy-toplasm (Fig. 2).

had a characteristic
in proplastids

and was more electron

The ph7toterritin

periodicity-.

dense than

granules in the proplastids

Limited development ot lamellae with-

was also coDIDlOnly
observed.

The cell walls appeared to consist ot pri.ma27 wall material
some secondary wall deposits.

When cell walls in early- developnental

stages were stained with toluidine
(13), lignin was not stained.
present.

and

blue (SS) and hematoX7lin-satranin

This indicates

that lignin was not yet

7

Figure 1. Cells from a meristematic region of a non-infected
Lahontan alfalfa root showing the characteristic angular shape, cell
walls (CW), large nuclei (N), dense cytoplasm with endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), mitochondria (M), and proplastids (P), X 11,800.

8

Figure 2. Cell from a non-infected alfalfa root showing
proplastids (P) and phytoferritin (PF), X 30,600.

Vacuoles were small and generall7 contained electron dense inclusions.

The inclusions were more abundant and larger in root cells

or the quadruplex resistant

alfalfa

than in the root cells or duplex

and Lahontan, and they were more abundant in duplex resistant

alfalfa

root cells than in Lahontan root cells.
Susceptible reaction--Lahontan
The·cells most involved in the plant-nematode interaction

cells

or the

were

root cap, the precortex, and the provascular region.

Inva-

sion of root tissues b7 nematode larvae occurred within h8 hours of inoculation.

The first

tion and distortion

visible change in the host cells was cell disrupin the path of the nematodes.

Protoplasts of the

damagedcells were lllOreelectron dense than protoplasts
cells.

or adjacent

Few cells were visibl7 altered because larval movementwas pri-

maril7 in the inter-cellular

spaces.

Cella in the precortex and provascular regions became hyper-

trophied near the nematode {Fig. 3).
in shape became distinctl7

Cells which were normally' angular

rounded, and the nuclei were also slightl7

larger than in cells which were not adjacent to nematodes. Cell hypertrophy was the most pronounced 3 days after

inoculation;

giant cells

were also observed at this time.
Enlargement or the giant cells often caused adjacent cells to
collapse (Fig.

4).

The

c7toplasm of giant cells had vacuoles in some

instances and was slightly more electron dense than the c,-toplasm or
adjacent cells (Fig.

4). Irregular deposition ot wall materials was

also evident in some giant cells as the7 formed.

The giant cells ware uninucleate during the early' developnental

stages and multinucleate 12 days after inoculation (Fig.

S).

The nuclei

9

10

Figure J. Portions of hypertrophied cells of an infected
alfalfa root, X 6,200. Note the presence of nematodes (NE) in the
intercellular space.

11

Figure 4. Expansion of a young giant cell (lower left) in an
infected root, X 6,200. Note the crushed cell (center) and the
surrounding hypertrophied cells.

12

Figure 5. A portion of a giant c e 11 ( top of photo) with many
nuclei (N) and an adjacent nematode (NE), X 6,200.

13

were irregular
tin.

in shape and appeared to contain large amouts ot chroaawere observed initially

Nuclei

tew characteristics
organelles

of giant cells

and small vacuoles.

wall deposition

in relatively'

small cells which had

except dense cytoplasm with n\1119rous

Cell walls were intact

and additional

was not evident.

Giant cell development continued as nematodes matured.
teen days atter
the final

inoculation,

after

the female nematodes had undergone

moult and had developed into adults,

veloped to their maximumsizes,

(Fig. 6).

developed giant cells

Chromatin material

the giant cells

had de-

and the cytoplasm was dense and con-

tained large numbers ot dictyosomes,
nuclei in fully

Seven-

mitochondria,

and proplastids.

were large and distinctly

The

lobed

was abundant and the nuclear membranes were

intact.
The walls of the giant cells
walls or surrounding
thickenings.
pattern

cells

by the extensive

Wall building activity

of deposition.

tively

irregular

from the

secondary wall

was intense with no consistent

The secondary wall thickening

into the cytoplasm as rod-like
between giant cells

were easily' distinguished

projections

did not have irregular

(Fig.

often extended

7).

The commonwalls

thickenings

but were rela-

thin.
Mitochondria and proplastids

underwent morphological

and formed complexes with each other in giant cells
inoculation.
sectioned.

Proplastids
Serial

about l 7 days a.f'ter

often appeared to have vacuoles

(Fig.

or these vacuoles were examined.

sections

alterations
8) when
The va-

cuoles were connected with outside c;ytoplasm by- openings (Fig. 8), which
varied in size.

The contents

dense than the surrounding

of the vacuoles were often less electron

cytoplasm.

Starch grains or various sizes

14

Figure 6. Large, highly lobed nucleus (N) in a developing
giant cell showing nuolaar pores (NP), X 17,100.

15

Figure 7. Portiol18 of adjacent giant cells bhowing irregular
deposition of the cell walls (CW), mitochondria (M), and lipids (L),

X 33,100.

16

Figure 8. Representative sections from serial sections of
proplastids (P) iu a giant cell showing the nature of a proplastid
"vacuole" (PV), presence of starch (S), and lipids (L), X 16,300.

17
and globular osmiophilic bodies, thought to be lipids,
the sectioned proplastids.
in proplastids

Only slight

lamellar development took place

or this type.

Mitochondrion-proplastid
giant cells.

were evident in

Plastids

complexes were also observed in the

appeared to be present in "vacuoles" of the

mitochondria (Fig. 9).

However, when serial

sections were examined, it

was evident that the outer mitochondria were much like "shells"

or

"cups" vi th openings into which the smaller mitochondria or plastids
could become engulfed.

Mitochondria formed similar complexes with

other mitochondria (Fig. 10).
Proplastids

in older giant cells became highly modified struc-

'lhe sequenqe of this modification is shown in figures 11-16.

turally.

Proplastids with the typical non-differentiated
starch grains,

and phytoferritin

granules (Fig. 11), developed internal

lamellar or membranesystems (Fig. 12).
the stromatic material

electron dense matrix,

By this process, portions of

became membranebound. Compartmentalization

continued (Figs. 13 and 14) until

the stromatic material was bound into

tiny tubules (Fig. 15) by a single unit membrane. Tubule formation was
often accompanied by excess membrane production (Figs. 15 and 16) which
resulted in very complex structures.

Endoplasmic reticulum was characteristically
modified proplastids

(Figs.

associated with the

14-16). It was not possible to determine

whether the endoplasmic reticulum was involved in the structure

modified proplastids
ever, vesicular
proplastids
reticulum.

or whether the association

structures

was incidental.

of the

How-

around the periphery of some modified

(Fig. 16) appeared to be continuous with the endoplasmic

18

Figure 9. Representative sections from serial s�ctions of
a mitochondrion-proplastid complex. The mitochondrion (M) surrounds
the proplastids (P), X 31,600. Note the difference in electron
density of cytoplasm surrounding th.s compl3X and betwaen organelles
within the complex.
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Figure 10. Sections from a series showing structural aspects
of mitochondrial canplexes, X 24,000. Note th e structurally nonnal
mitochondrion (M) beside the complex.
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Figure 11. A portion or a giant cell showing proplaatids (P)
of variable shapes, starch (S), and phytoferritin (PF) granules,
X 39,600.
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Figure 12. Proplastid (P) showing initial steps of intra
plaatid membrane formation and compartmentalization of stromatic
materials,X 63,000.
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Figure lJ. Giant cell proplastids (P) in an intennediate
stage of internal compartmentalization, X 24,4JO. Note the presence
of starch grain.� (S) and phytoferritin (PF).
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Figure 14. Modified proplastid (P) near giant cell wall (CW),
X 37,800. Note the close association of the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER), presence of phytoferritin (PF), and increased internal membrane
formation.
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Figure 15. A group of modified proplastids showing extensive
membrane proliferation and the oharaoteristic tubular membrane
complexes, X 21,400. Note the close association of the modified
proplastids with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).
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Figure 16. Highly modified proplastid showing the extensive
membrane (ME) formation and compartmentalization of stromatic material,
X 30,000. Note the membranous structures at the perifery of the
proplastid (arrows) and the phytoferritin (PF) within the proplastid.
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Modified proplastida appeared first

in the older giant cells with-

in a giant cell complex. The developnental sequence shown in figures 11-

16 was comonl7 obserYed in a single giant cell complex. Giant cells
furthest fro• nematode heads, which were the last to develop, had normal
proplastids when the giant cells adjacent to the nematode heads had modified proplastids.

The mmber of proplastids within a single giant cell

varied, and in some instances,
The walls

tiveq

or the

the7 tor.med clumps (Fig. 1$).

tull7 developed giant cells did not stain posi-

for lignin when histochemical staining 11ith toluidine blue (SS)

and hematoxylin-safranin

(13) was used.

Distorted vascular cells sur-

rounding the giant cells and endoderaal cells had lignified
The modified proplastids
Coom.assieBrilliant

walls.

stained light to dark gre7with

Blue (24) which indicated the presence of' protein.

Toluidine blue staining

(22) indicated that nucleic acids are also pre-

sent in the aodified proplastida.

Lipids were present in the giant cells

and in the surrounding cells and were often adjacent to starch deposits.
Lipids were identified
Blue (24) and PAS(22).

b7 the red-orange reaction to Coomassie Brilliant
Lipids did not appear more abundant in giant

cells than in surrounding cells.

Cortical cells surrounding giant cells

often contained abundant starch (Fig. 17).
!!!istance

in Lahontan

SUsceptibili t;r was not uniform in all Lahontan plants.

So• ne-

matodes failed to complete life c70les even atter successfull7 initiating

giant cell formation in the alfalfa

tissues.

Approximatel7 l7-da7 old galls had giant cells with large acCWllulations ot anomalous wall materials in disorganized clwn.ps scattered
throughout the c)"toplasm (Fig. 17).

Individual nodules of the wall
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material contained porous accaulations
(Fig. 18).

around an electron dense center

The chemical composition o:r the anomalous wall material did

not appear to be identical with the ~hemical composition or the giant
cell walls, because with phase microscopy, the anomalous material had the
same birefringence

as endodermal and other lignified

cell walls (Fig. 17).

Occasionally a giant cell contained a relativel7
highly vacuolate cytoplasm and

transparent,

or more dark spherical bodies (Fig.

Ol'18

17) which appeared to be compact aggregates of nuclear material (Fig.

19), when examined with the electron microscope.
Samegalled root tissues which were fixed 30 days after inoculation contained nematodes which had died prior to completion of life
c10lea but after induction o:r giant cells.
many vacuoles (Fig. 20) which indicated

The giant cells contained

that they were abnormal. EJtces-

sive wall accU11Ulationin the giant cells at the :reeding sites near the

or

lip regions (Fig. 21) o:r nematodes may have resulted in starvation
the parasites.

Membranesor the proplastids

in control cells and giant cells

where nematcDdes
were viable were distinctly

electron dense. However,

membranesor modif'ied proplastids

in giant cells adjacent to dead nema-

todes became electron transparent;

and in the larger modified proplastids

the membranesdisintegrated

(Fig. 22).

Resistant reaction--guadruplex

(6S-~~.Q2

Non-infected tissues o:r the quadruplex resistant

alfalfa

anatomically similar to the tissues described for the controls.

were
'l'he

only visible difference was that inclusions were more abundant in the
vacuoles (Fig. 23).
Nematadepenetration into the root tipa or resistant

alfalfa
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Figure 17, Portions of Meloidogyne hapla female nematode
(NE) and surrounding giant cells {GC) within the vascular tissues of
an alfalfa root, X 400. Note the presence of abundant starch (S) in
cortical cells around the infection site, clumped nuclear material
(NM), and anomoloua wall material (AW) in the cytoplasm of giant cells.
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Figure 18. Cross-section through a small "nodule" of
anomolous wall material (AW) from the cytoplasm of a giant cell,
X 10,800. Note the presence of electron dense material.
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Figure 19. Electron micrograph of tightly clumped nuclear
material, X 17,100. Note the presence of nuclear pores (NP).
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Figure 20. Giant cell complex around the head of a nematode
(NE) which died prior to completion of the life cycle, X 400. Note
the abundant vacuoles (V) in giant cells near the lip region of the
nematode.

32

Figure 21. Extensive wall (CW) buildup at a nematode feeding
site (FS) in the giant cell (GC) shown in Figure 20, X 7,000.

33

Figure 22. A portion of the giant cell shown in Figure 21
showing degr adation of modified propla stids (P), X 24,000.

34

Figure 23. Meristematic cells from a root tip of quadruplex
resistant alfalfa showing mitochondria (M), proplastids (P), small
vacuoles (V) with electron dense inclusions, abundant rough endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), and dense cytoplasmic ground substance, X 15,100.

plants caused abrupt changes in the cells.
tial attempts to penetrate the cells,

As the nematodes made ini-

the penetration sites became ob-

viously thicker than areas of the same wall adjacent to the penetration
sites.

Membraneproliferation

the attacked cells (Fig. 2h).

and vesicle formation took place inside

Cytoplasm in the affected cells was slightly
than in adjoining cells.

more electron dense

Cells around the heads of the nematodes became

more electron dense with continued exposure to the nematodes (Fig. 2$).
Electron density of these cells was caused, at least in part, b;r an increase in numbers of cytoplasmic ribosomes.

Cells adjacent to the nema-

todes at the posterior ends did not induce the same cellular

response,

although the nematode heads obviousl;r penetrated these areas initially
(Fig. 26).

The stimulus which caused the induction of electron density

in affected cells adjacent to nematodes was evident several cells beyond
the nematodes along vertical

rows or cells in the roots (Fig. 27).

The

intensit;r of the cell response decreased with distance from the nematodes.

This change in electron densit;r did not occur laterall;r.
Continued exposure of the cells to the

nematodes led to necrosis

in the cells around the anterior of the nematodes. Progressive necrosis
resulted in breakdown of c;rtoplasmic organelles.
dria became indistinct

Cristae of mitochon-

and mitochondria developed vacuoles (Fig. 28).

The membranesor the endoplasmic reticulum appeared to separate (Fig.
28), and ribosomes appeared to disintegrate
branes of mitochondria and proplastids

(Fig. 29).

The outer mem-

appeared to be more stable than

the internal membranes. Eventually, the outer membranesalso disintegrated.
The outer membranesof proplastids

disrupted into electron
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Figure 24. Portions of cells in the path of an invading
nematode (NE), X 24,400. Note membrane proliferation and vesicle
formation, and thickening of the cell wall (CW).
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Figure 25. Alfalfa cells near the head of a nematode (NE)
showing an increase in electron density of the cytoplasm, X 16, 300.
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Figure 26. Root cells, surrounding the posterior end of a
nematode (NE), showing wall (CW) buildup around the parasite,
X 12,900. Compare the electron densit1 of the c1toplasm in these
cells with the electron densit1 of cells shown in Figure 2$.
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Figure 27. Diagram showing the characteristic necrotic
response in cells around the head of the nematode (right) and the
tendency of cells to become electron dense along vertical rows of
cells in response to stimuli from nematodes (left). Note that the
response deminishes with increased distances from anterior portions
of nematodes.
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Figure 28. Cells showin g the degradation process in response
to nematode attack. Mitochond ria (M) are vacuolate with indistinct
cristae and the unit membranes appear farther apart. Membranes of
the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) are highly branched and show
localized separations, X 45,000.
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Figure 29. A portion of a nematode-damaged cell adjacent to
a portion of a non-affected cell, X 39,600. Note the complete loss
of structural integri ty of the cytoplasm in the damaged cell. A
disintegrating organelle can be identified as a proplastid (P) by
the phytoferritin (PF) which is present.

dense segments which appeared to disintegrate

and disappear (Fig. 29).

'the matrix becamemore electron transparent and lost structval
except tor the phy'toterritin

particles.

The phytoterritin

detail

granules re-

aained extremely electron dense and maintained the characteristic

peri-

edicit:r in the aggregations (Fig. 29) even attar the outer •mbranea diaintegrated.

In one replication

which became contaminated with bacteria,

the periodici t:r or the pqtoterri

tin granules was not maintained.

Hnclei were present in the aore electron dense necrotic calla
attar other organelles had disintegrated;
deteriorated
C81l8

eTentuall;r.

As

however, the nuclei also

nuclei disintegrated,

the nuclear matrix be-

electren transparent except tor electron dense areas near the nu-

clear envelope.

The nuclear envelope separated, and the outer unit mem-

brane became covered with ribosanes (Fig. 30).

or various

As

Ribosome-covered vesicles

sizes were also common.
disintegration

continued, cells becamevacuolate and were so

electron dense that no cell organelles were distinguishable

(Fig. 31).

Cella or this type completel;r surrounded the anterior ends or the nematodes (Fig. 32).

Deposition of cell wall materials occurred in cells

adjacent to nematodes prior to cell disintegration,

and deposition ot

wall materials also occurred in cells adjacent to the electron dense infection si tea (Fig. 33).

The dict;rosomes produced many large vesicles.

The membranesof the vesicles

appeared to fuse with plasma membranesto

deposit vesicle contents into walls.
were different

Deposition patterns in these cells

from deposition patterns of the giant cells of susceptible

plants described above.

The

secondar;rwall material was less electron

dense than the original wall (Fig. 33).

The reactions described above all occurred within h days after
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Fi$ure 30. Deteriorating cells showing degradation of the
nucleus (N). The matrix of the nucleus has lost the characteristic
density except for small areas near the nuclear membrane. Ribosomes
are attached to the outer surface of the swollen nuclear membrane
(see arrows), X 38,400.
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Figure Jl. Necrotic cells, near the head of a nematode (NE),
with disrupted organelles, X 11,800. Note the cell wall thickening
(CW) in the portion of the non-necrotic cell shown (bottom right).
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Figure 32. Anterior portion of a nematode (NE) completely
surrounded by necrotic plant cells, X 6,400.

46

Figure 33. Deposition of secondary wall material (CW) by
Golgi vesicles (GV) one cell from a nematode, X 18,700. Note that
the original wall is more electron dense.

h7
inoculation.

Roots which were fixed 10 days after inoculation had cells

which were completely devoid of protoplastsJ

the cell walls were more

electron dense, and the nematodes were surrounded by these dead cells
(Fig. 34).

Resistant reaction--Duplex
Controls of the duplex resistant
ultrastructure

root were identical

alfalfa

to Lahontan or quadruplex resistant

roots.

in

Vacuolar in-

clusions similar to the vacuolar inclusions described for quadruplex
alfalfa

root cells were also present (Fig. 35).

Response to nematode infection varied from completely susceptible to highly resistant.
the highly resistant
tant alfalfa

The highly resistant

reaction was similar to

reaction described above for the quadruplex resis-

root cells.

Cells around the nematodes became electron

dense, organelles became disrupted, and the protoplasts

eventually died.

The overall reaction was often severe enough to cause death of the pri-

mary roots.
sues.

Nematodelarvae were frequently- observed in the dead tis-

Death or the primary roots induced formation or lateral

roots

which were formed from adjacent tissues (Fig. 36).
Affected tissues within the dying roots were light brown in
color prior to processing for microscopy. A high degree of lignification in the browned areas was evident with light microscopy (Fig. 37).
Whenthese tissues were examined with electron microscopy, it was evident
that the cell walls were extremely electron dense.

Oolgi vesicles which

fused with plasma membranescontained similar electron dense substances
(Fig• 38) •

Seedlings which did not exhibit the highly resistant

reaction

48

Figure 34. Portions of cells from resistant root tissues ten
days after inoculation showing a portion of a nematode (NE) surrounded
by a cell which is completel y void of protoplasm, X 16,300. Note the
electron density of the cell wall.
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Figure 35. Portions of non-infected duplex resistant alfalf a
root tip cells showing cell w alls (CW), mitochondria (M), proplaatida
(P), endoplasmic reticulum (ER), dictyosomes (D), and a small vacuole
(V) with an electron dense inclusion, X 27,600.
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Figure 36. Illustration, of the highly resistant reaction
resulting in death of the primary root and induction of lateral root
formation. Note the nematodes in the senescent root.
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Figure 37. Light microscope photo of a longitudinal section
through primary (PR) and lateral (LR) roots after the primary root
was killed by invading nematodes, X 400. Note the similarity of the
birefrigence of the senescent root cells and the lignified endodermal
cells.
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Figure 38. Electron micrograph of a portion of a nematode
affected root cell during the lignification process showing cell wall
deposition, X 37,200. Note the electron dense cell wall (CW) and
the simila r electron dense substance in the Golgi vesicles (GV).
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described above, usually responded to the nematod.es by forming giant
cells.

However, the degree

pleting

lite

or success

achieved by the nematodes in com-

or giant

cycles subsequent to induction

cells was variable.

30 to 35 days had large galls,

Some plants which were infected

mature

nematodes and large egg masses which contained numerous eggs.
plants had aall

galls and. nematodes with .t'ew egg masses.

which were present

contained

few eggs.

Some

The egg masses

Other galled plants had no egg

mass develop1ent.
Variations
tissues

in each

in giant cell structure

or the

produced the larger

situations

also occurred in the galled

described above.

egg masses were associated

'1'he nematodes which

with giant cells which had

dense c7t,oplasm and few vacuoles (Fig. 39), while the nematodes with
small egg masses and few eggs or no egg masses were associated
cells which had veey diffuse,

vi th giant

highly vacuolate cytoplasm (Fig. kO).

Nematodes often died prior to the production of egg masses.
Deposition of secondar7 wall material
some giant cells formed in the duplex alfalfa
d&r7 wall deposition
position

occvred

Secondary wall de-

to the nematodes.

deteriorated

cell senescence (Fig. 42).
(Fig.

Same plants responded differently

43).

to nematode invasion.

sponse depended upon the area of the root penetrated.
tion into the root tips induced a highly resistant
tip tissues

died.

or no secon-

examined in giant cells had electron

membranes which indicate

the modified proplastids

Little

(Fig. kl) in

were also observed 1n duplex giant cells.

However,all duplex proplastids
transparent

roots.

in other giant cells.

depended upon plant reaction
Kodified proplastids

was extensive

However, galls with •ture

Some ot
The re-

Nematode penetra-

response and the root

female nematodes and large
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Figure 39, Light microscope photos of portions of a nematode
(NE) with an accompanying egg mass (EM) (lower photo) and giant cells
(GC) (upper photo), X 400. Note the dense cytoplasm of the giant
cells.
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Figure 40. Light microscope photo of a portion of a dead
nematode (NE) and abnormal giant cells (GC), X 400. Note that the
giant cell farthest from the nematode has abundant vacuoles while the
giant cells nearer the nematod e lack cytoplasm.
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Figure 41. Electron micrograph of a giant cell in a duplex
resistant alfalfa root showing massive secondary wall (CW) deposition,
X 18,900. Note the reticulate nature of the wall formation with
interspersed cytoplasm.

57

Figure 42. Electron micrograph of a portion of the cytoplasm
of a giant cell showing modified proplastids (P) in different stages
of decomposition, X 11,300. Note the electron transparent membranes
(ME), phytoferritin (PF), and starch grains (S).
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Figure 43. Electron micrograph of a large modified proplastid
(P) surrounded by lipid bodi es (L), and mitochondria (M), X 21,400.
Breakdown of membranes which result in the formation of large electron
transparent are as, and electron transparent appearance for other
membranes within the proplastid indicate that the proplastid is in
a senescent state.
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egg masses developed when tissues were invaded 4-10
tips.

mt1

from the root

This phel'lOmenon
was onl7 observed with 3 plants during the entire

study.

In other plants, giant cells were also formed in the tissues
behind the root tips,
and the

~~•ct

but the giant cells became deplete

nematodes did not mature (Fig. 44).

ot light and_IAAon root ~issues
Root tissues were exposed to light

ious levels

or IAA (indole-acetic

visible cellular modifications.

acid).

However, peytoferritin

and were injected with var-

These tissues did not have

The proplastids

treated plants retained the same structure
trols.

or c,-toplasm

or the

as proplastids

light and IA.A.of the con-

was not observed in the proplastids

roots exposed to light and treated with IAA. The roots exposed to
light without IAAtreatment did not have visible cellular
and phy'toterritin

was not observed in the proplastids.

or

modifications

60

Figure 44. Light microscope photo of a portion of a duplex
resistant alfalfa root tip showing completely degenerate giant cel ls
(GC) in vascular tissue behind a dead tip, X 400. Note that the
nematode (NE) was not able to develop.
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DISCUSSION
The three varieties

ies respcmded differently
were susceptible,
maturation.

of alfalfa used in nematode infection studto the invading larvae.

Most Lahontan plants

but soae plants were observed which prennted nematode

Sena duplex resistant

alfalfa plants which contained genes

tor resistance in onl.7 2 of the 4 genomes {3$) were

highly

resistant,

somewere coapletely' susceptible, and others were intermediate.

quadruplex resistant

The

plants were consistently resistant.

Susceptible response - L!_h_!Ptanalf'alfa
Cells near the nematodes responded first
trophied.

b7 becoming hyper-

Later, as the nematodes became establiahed in the tilsues,

giant cells formed near the heads of the parasites,

and galls were vis-

ible on the roots.
Whennematode larvae became established in the undifferentiated
cells ot the root tips, giant cells were torm.ed b7 the enlargement ot
individual cells.

The enlarging cells often caused adjacent cells to

collapse, but cell wall J.ysis or breakd01mwas not obserYed. These obaenations

support the findi:ags ot

Hllang

and Maggenti (3k) and Paulson

and Webater (6o) who concluded that wall breakdownwas not a factor in

giant cell formation b7 the nematodes of the genus Meloidoil!!! which
s

the7 studied.

These investigators

large to form giant cells.

On

also concluded that single cells en-

the other hand, several investigators

have reported coalescence of two or more cells to torm giant cells (l~,
17, 27).

Whengiant cells formed in the more highly differentiated
4-10 mmfrcm the root tips,

tissues

the7 were often irregular in shape, which

appears to be caused b1 a barrier
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or rigid-walled

In these in-

cells.

stances there was evidence that cell walls between adjacent giant cella
becaae ruptured due to pressure caused b1 cell enlargement, and not b;r

in roots of

cell wall J.ysis as was reported for Heterodera glzcines
soybeans

(27). These ruptures resulted in coalescence of

plaats.

Wall :tragaents and rupture lines were evident.

the proto-

Lin:tord (42) reported that substances are passed from nematodes
to boat plants.

Bird

(5., 6)

s11pported this view b;r showing that giant

cell development and maintainence depends upon a conatant stimullls .from
the parasites.

deteriorated.

If' the nematodes were removed or killed.,
The nature of the stimulator,-

substance is not known.,but

Wilsld. and Giebel (86) suggested that it ma;r be similar
stance.

Several investigators

substance mq be injected
which are injected

to a growth sub-

(49, 83., 84., 88) suggested that a growth

into plants

by the nematodes or substances

b7 the nematodes ma1 activate

stance ot plant origin.

the giant cells

or release growth sub-

Growth substances are present in nematode lar-

vae., egg masses, and galled plant tissues

Manyor the cellular

(88).

changes which occur in giant cell and gall

formation appear to be caused b1 growth substances.

Galston and Purves

(2S) stated that auxin acts upon the protoplasmic system which causes

changes in the physical characteristics
increases synthesis of pectic substances,

or cytoplasmic

changes enzyme activit1,

increases water uptake., promotes uptake of amino acids,
crease in the viscosit1
tory- processes

or the cytoplasm of cells,

of certain systems, and has an effect

metabolic interaction

macromolecules,
causes a de-

which affects

on growth b1 a

with nucleic acids or their constituents.

port of the auxin-action

theor1, proteins,

respiraIn sup-

possibly- enzymes, increased

2-.fold

(5, 57), nucleic acids increa1ed 2-.fold and amino acids, which
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accumulated in the giant cells, increased 4-told (S7) in root-knot

nematodeinfected roots.

Decreased viscosity o.f the giant cell cyto-

plasm may aid the nematodes during feeding procea1e1.
}tn>erplasia, hypertrophy, and lateral root induction, which
cwnly

occur in Maloidosznehapla induced gall1, were obaerved in non-

inf'ected pea epicotyla treated with indole-acetic acid (21). Acc•ulationa ot growth subatanoee in 1alled tieaues have also been reported b7
(l, 6, 31, 38, 88).

1everal investigators

Giant cell .formation would be facilitated

b7 a

which

would make the cell walls leu reaia tant to expansion. Beclcllan(3) proposed a possible model tor plant wall plasticity

which also involves auxin production.

during tylose formation

His model may also be u1ed to

explain cell wall expansion during giant cell enlargement.
Turgor pressure necessa1"7tor cell expansion after induction
of cell wall pluticit7

Jll&7also

be built up as water uptake ie in-

creased b7 the inf'luence ot auxim1 on the cells (2S).
Cooil

and

Bonner (12) indicated that cell wall uterials

held in place b7 h7drogen bonds and calcium bridges.

are

CaloiU11inhibited

looaening of the cell walls and prevented cell elongation in A'ftna coleoptiles.

The calcium chelation by metabolic acide (3) apparentl7 re-

leases the calcium bridge• and permits cell• to enlar1••

'!'he pla1ti-

ci1i111process 1ll&7alao condition the cell wall• ot giant cells

10

that

the7 are more easily penetrated b7 nematodest7leta during the feeding
processes.

Paulson and Webster ($9) postulated that a 1ottening ot

giant cell walls
nematodes.

.. ·.

may

occur in reapome to sub• tances which ellinata trom

Giant cells

in the earq

or development

stages

became multi-

It was obVious that the numerous nuclei in the developing

nucleate.

giant calls resulted

from mitosis without cytokinesis.

which surrounded the multinucleate

were intact

cells.

These observations

troa repea tad Iii toais of diploid cells,

nuclei were derived

without subsequent cytokineais.

Paulson ancl Webster (.$9) obserred repeated nuclear divisions
the fifth

clear diTisiona

da:, of development.

(S, 43., Sl., SB, 74).

The multinucleate

Christie

or experimental
(11) stated

temper ..

of the host 111&7
cause

to complete the nematode lite

Ty'ler (81) reported that the time required for nematode lite
pletion

The dit-

techniques.

that unsuitability

a lengthening of the time required

nu-

condition was

terence might be. explained on the basis ot host favorability.,
ature differential,

in giant

Others reported similar

12 days af'ter inoculation.

not observed in this study until

ot

agree with the findings

Huang and Maggenti (33) who reported that giant-cell

cells until

and in

giant cell shape was si.Jllilar to the shape ot surrounding

someinstances

non-affected

protoplasts

Cell walls

increased with a decrease in temperature.

cycle.

cycle com•

The time difference

is probably not due to temperature since temperatures

at the time of

inf'ection were approximately 10 degrees warmer tor the present stud,than temperatures

planation

used b7 Paulson and Webster (.$9).

is that application

guarantee immediate penetration

ot nematodes at a particular

time does not

nor does it allow time tor movement or

the larvae within the host tissues

The e2P9rillental

The probable ex-

prior to settling

at a feeding site.

techniques used by Paulson and Webster (59) probablT

more accura tel7 controlled

these delays.

Later in giant cell developnent,

the nuclei became distinctly-

enlarged and highl7 lobed.

Nuclear enlargement and lobing are

:rent with morphological changes in other organelles.

Mitochondrion-

proplas tid complexes, mi tochondrion-mitochondrion complexes, dumbbell-shaped proplastida with vacuoles, and odd-shaped mitochondria were
present at this time.
giant calla.

These

Nuclear lobing has been reported in cot7ledons ot ger-

minating bean seeds (S6).
ticatiom

organelle modifications are not unique to

Similar proplastid and mitochondrial modi-

have been observed b7 Newcomb
($2) in bean root tips.

Cherey

(9) reported changes in mitochondria in the cot7ledons ot germinating

peanut aeed8. In the bean roota and peanut and bean seed• •ntioned
above, the organelle modifications occurred at a tiJne in plant develop•nt

which demandedhigh synthetic activity such as germination and

rapid growth. Poasibl7 the organelle changes in the giant cells represent an active metabolic condition and mq not be abnormalities caused
b7 the direct interaction vi th the nematodes.
As

waa mentioned above, synthetic activit7 is high during giant

cell developnent

(S, $7).

C,.toplasmic content increases, nuclear divi-

aiona also occur, protein and nucleic acid content doubles, and amino
acids increase in amount. The increased synthesis Ma7 be accomplished
b7 organelle surface area increases.

This would explain the nuclear

lobing, the vacuolation or cupping ot the proplastids and the structual
challges observed in mitochondria.

It we assume that the cytoplasmic

ground substance is a pool ot metabolites, the increased surface areas ot
organelles could facilitate

exchanges or substances between organelles

and the ground substance ot the c7toplasm.

The

possibility- that these

exchanges exist is indicated b7 the less electron dense c,.toplaam within
the continea ot the mi tochondrion-preplas tid complexes and vi thin the
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T•c•le•

et the proplastids

. :rounding c7toplaaa.

and

aitochondria aa compared to the aur-

Bevcomb(S2) suggested that stnctural

llOditi-

cations ot organelles in bean roots occur during a "feeding-stage" at
which time c7toplasmic materials are engulfed and digested or absorbed.
CheZT7(8) suggested that nuclear lobing 1n germinating peanut aeeda
facilitate•

nucleic acid synthesis which occurs during germinatien.

The modifications of the proplastids which result in complex
tubular and membranous-structures were only observed in giant cells.
These alterations

Identification
facilitated

ot the proplastids have not been reported previously.

of the complexes as structurallymoditied

b7 the presence or phytoterritin

with proplaatida.

propla1tid1 was

which was only associated

Since these modifications occur only in giant cella,

it must be assumed that they are caused by substances injected b7 the
'lhia assumption is supported b7 the tact that these 1tructure1 are amongthe first

c7topla1mic inclusions to show deterioration

when the nematodes die or become inactive after the egg laying process
is complete.
'l'llbule formation within the modified proplastida appears to involve invaginations or a unit ll18Jllbrane
which surround the proplaatida.

Portions ot the atroma becomeenclosed within the tubules b7 this pro-

ceaa. The atromatic 11aterial within the tubules is bounded b7 a sinale
membrane. Tubule formation has been reported.in
non-infected plants.

proplaatids or various

Oittord and Stewart (26) obaerv-ed

in cro11

and longitudinal sections of proplaatid1 ot Vanda corms, and NewcoabCS2)
reported membraneinvaginations which resulted in ac1re1atea ot tubule•
in proplu tida ot bean root tipe.

a.rile in alfalfa

proplastida,

It ia poasible that similar t11bule1

perhape from the cristae-like

laMllae of
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the proplastids.

The tubules may then proliferate

due to the presence

of nematode-injected substances.
Vesicle and tubule formation in giant cells is not always confined to the proplastids.

Paulson and Webster (S9) reported that veei-

cular organelles, which often appeared tubular in shape, were associated with the cell membranesand the endoplasmic reticulum of giant
cells in tomato plants.

Membraneproliferations

appear to be a common

phenomenonin cells attacked by nematodes (Fig. 24).

'l'he modified proplastids were often in close proximit1 to the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). In many-instances the ER appeared to en· sheath the more high~ modified proplastids

(Fig. 14-16). It was not

determined conclusively whether the ER fused with the proplastid membranes, but fusion appears to have taken place in some instances.

Fa-

aion ot the endoplasmic reticulum with the membraneso.t' proplaatids has
been reported tor other plants (46, 87). The proposed function of this

union was transport ot materials,

such as metabolic precursors into and

out of the proplastids.
'l'he function of the modified proplastids was not determined.
Histochemical staining procedures indicated that the modified proplastida were highl.7 proteinaceous and that they- contained nucleic acids.
It 11 possible that these proplastida store increased protein and RNA
produced in the giant cells.

Marinos (46) demonst,rated that young plas-

tida in potato tuber bud meriatems may-,under certain physiological conditiona,

assume storage functions that extend beyond their recognized

role in carboh7drate accumulation.

He also demo~:::trated that protein

waa stored as membranebound intraplaatid

bodies.

If the modified

plaatida function in protein storage, the7 do not give 1·ise to the

pro-
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protein bodies, or proteinaceous

crystalline

structure•

reported by- other

(b.6, S?, 67). However, Newcomb($2) reported that all

innatigators

stored protein does not aggregate into organized crystalline
Soma of the protein accumulations in bean root plastids
in electron

densit-7 to the proplastid

lattices.

were similar

it was always separated

matrixJ

from the matrix b7 a membrane.
Moat giant cell walls of susceptible
wall deposition

thickened by secondary

alfalf'a

became irregularly-

in a manner similar

to that re-

(9, 16, 40, S8) and electron microscope (S, 19,

ported f'or other light

34, S9) investigations.

The irregular

not unitorml.7 distributed
secondary- wall materials

secondary-wall projections

around the cells.

In mal'l7instances,

accumulated in one area or the cell.

ings of this investigation

agree with the findings

were
the

The find-

of Huang and Maggenti

(34) who reported that commonwalls between giant cells were seldom
thickened by- secondary wall depositions,
thin areas (pits).

Pitting

might indicate

between giant cells

materials

is essential

but that they had thick and
that maintenance of flow of
to the nematode feeding pro-

cess, because it was obvious in Jrl&DYinstances,
not have direct

that the nematodes did

contact with every giant cell in a giant cell complex.

If the stimulatory

substance necessary- to maintain a viable giant cell

can be transmitted

outward from a nematode to these cells,

logical
site,

to assume that a reverse flow of nutrients,

needed by- the para-

also is possible.
Oolgi vesicles

certain

it then seems

containing wall materials

stages of giant cell developnent.

increased synthesis
the cells.

were abundant during

According to Beckman (3), the

ot wall materials is a response to IAA activity- in

Indole-acetic

acid has also been shown to stimulate

an
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increase in cellulase

production in cells by 1.5-16 times (21).

According

to Fan and Machlachlan (21) cellulase may influence deposition of wall
material by providing sites for new cellulose attachment.
The

abundant wall materials were not always deposited on the

existing giant cell walls, but accllDlulated as interconnected masses
the cytoplasm (Fig. 17 and 18).

within

Similar acc'IJlllUlationsor ano-

malous wall materials were previously reported b7 Dropkin and Nelson
(16), who stated that giant calla with these inclusions were, in f'act,

a aanif'estation

or plant resistance,

and that nematodes a1aociated with

the1e giant cells were usually smaller and produced egg sacs with few

Figure 17 shows a nematode which has not produced eggs.

eggs.

relationship

healthy

The un-

from the standpoint of the nematode is alreaq

evi-

dent by the vacuolate condition ot most of the surrounding giant cells
and the

sparse cytoplasm with clumped nuclear material in some ot the

giant cells.
Another possible resistant

mechanismot Lahontan alfalfa

in-

volving cell walls ot giant cells was observed in plants harvested and
fixed 30-3$ dlQ'S attar inoculation.

Giant cell walls became excessively

thickened at the feeding sites ot the nematodes. The nature ot the
walls at these sites was not like the irregularly
ly ebserved.

21).

thickened walls usual-

The walls at those sites were uniformly thickened (Fig.

The nematodes died prior to egg production when excessively thick-

ened walls were present.
Wall buildup appears to be a commonphenomenonin plant-parasite
relationships.

Developnent ot non-lignified

served 1n plant-nematode relationships
(bl),

and virus

walls similar to walls ob-

have been reported for fungus

( .32, 8 O) intec ted plants •
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Re1iltant re1P9nse - Quadruplex altalta
Quadruplex alfalta was readily' penetrated b7 nematode larvae.
Plant responses to the nematodes, excluive

ot the mechanical da11age

caused during penetration., ii best described as one ot the progressive
necrosis similar to necrosia described b7 others and appears to be a
h7Peraensitive reaction (lS, 16., 6o, 681 69, 70).

According to Dropkin

(1$) 1 the necrotic response, including browning ot the tilsue1,

moat comon plant expression
Beterodera species.

or genetic

ia the

resistance to Meloidggzne and

Ditterences in phenolic substrates in plants or

differences in beta-glucosidases in parasites may help to explain necrosis and browning (SO, 62, 86).
obaerYed in quadruplex alfalfa

Browningor the infected tissues was

4 daJ'l!Safter inoculation with the nema-

tode suspensions.
The tillle required for inductien of the hypersensitive response

varied 1n alfalfa,

as was reported tor resistant

tomatoes (6o).

It

appeared that the necrotic response was not induced simply- b7 close
proxild.

tJ

to the nematodes.

Cells at the sides or the nematodes and

near the terminus ot the nematode bodies, it not ruptured or penetrated,
were not af'fected.

Cells near the nematode heads were af'fected.

It is

logical that the heads of the nematodes previousl7 passed through the
tissues which were later occupied b7 the nematode bodies, 19t these
tissues were not af'i'ected as severel7.

This indicates that penetration

methods ot the nematode• differ from the feeding processes, or it J187
indicate that necrosis onl7 results from a more prolonged exposure to
substances produced by the nematodes

tarr and attempt to teed.
The

initial

the nematodes becomemore sadan-

response ot q_uadruplexalfalfa

root cells to the
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penetrating

was •mbrane proliferation

apparently involving the planaa ••brane,

and vesicle formation,

with a concurrent increaae in

ot the cytoplasm ot the penetrated

electron demit7

The cytoplasm becameprogressively-more

respome continued.

Randomcouta

electron

(Fig. 2h.).

dense as the necrotic

within the at:tected and nen-at:tected

cella diacloaed that the electron densitJ was due partially-

to increased

mmbera of ribosomes, an obaervation which has been reported tor similar
reactions

in other plants

(19, 60).

Paullon and Webster (60) postulated
reaction

in resistant

b7 permeability

tomatoes infected with !:_ incognita,

waa initiated

changes in the vacuolar membranes .followed b7 dissolu-

tion and subsequent dispersal
the c7toplasm.

that the hypersensitive

of electron dense vacuolar inclusions

into

This phenomenonwas not observed during this atud7.

V'acuolar incluions

of similar morpholog7 and electron denai t7 (Fig. 23

and JS) to those reported b7 Paulson and Webster (60) were obaarved in
the resistant

and the susceptible

alfalfa

varieties.

observationa,

the same inclusions

appeared to persist

Contrary" to their
in cells

which

had already' become electron dense due to a response to the nematodes.
Further investigations

or the

hypersensitive

to determine whether the inclusions

observed b7 Paulson and Webster were

chemically the same as the inclusions
called similar inclusions

tissues.

reaction will be necessary-

seen in the alfalfa.

-

Esau (20)

tannins and reported wide occurrence in plant

Vacuolar membranes became noticeably

altered as the necrotic

response progressed (Fig. JO and 31).
Paullon and Webster (60) observed that the stimulus which initiates

the h1persensitiva

ot resistant

response appeared to be confined to the cells

tcmato roots which were penetrated

b7 the nematode st7leta.
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However, resistant

quadruplex alfalfa

responds di.tterentl7.

root tip cell cytoplasm decreased 1n electron
todes along vertical.q

oriented cells.

in a lateral

vi thin

direction

cells £ran a collllOninitial
elaborate

Attected

densi t7 away-trom the nema-

The same response did not occur

the roots

Perhaps derivative

(Fig 27).

maintain a more

in the apical merist•

of cytoplasmic connections than cells in adjacent rows

ayata

which were derived .troll different

meristem initials.

Although there

waa no supporting experimental evidence tor this assumption, this ayetem would facilitate

the vertical

ron

movement ot the injected

or cells.

Transmission ot the nematode-injected
of cells

nematode stimulus along
atimulus beyond the layer

adjacent to nematodes was also evident b7 ultraatructural

changes 1n cells within
adjacent non-electron
lilce materials

the electron
dense cells.

dense infection

sites

and in some

Massive walls comprised ot callose-

were observed (Fig • .31 and .3.3) both in electron

cells and non-electron

dense calls.

Similar wall buildup has been

reported for plants which were infected
'.l'hewall buildup of the•cells

dense

bJ fungal pathogens (.30).

in alfalfa

plants mq be an attempt to

wall off the invader, as was described tor other plant-nematode interactions

(71, 82).

When cell organelle disorganization
tems were also visibl7

affected.

was evident, membranea:,a-

Separations appeared to occur between

the unit membranes ot mitochondria (Fig. 28), nuclei (Fig. 30), and
within

the ciaternae

of the endoplasmic reticulum

changes may inclicate membrane permeabilit7
•terials

(Fig. 38).

These

changes which would allow

to tlow into and accumulate in the intermembrane spaces, er

the changes mq indicate

that metabolic systems have become diarupted.

These disruptions would prevent completion ot metabolic reactions and
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cause a back-up ot metabolites within these intermembrane areas.
The outer unit membraneor the nucleus became coated with
ribosomes (Fig • .39) in a manner similar to that described by Paulson
and Webster (6o) except that in altalta

cells the ribosomes became

associated with the nuclear membranebetore it fragmented.

The nuclear

matrix at the time or ribosome attachment was electron transparent.
According to Piegat and Wilski (61) this "washed out" appearance

may

be

due to loss or chromatin and DNAas a result of secretions from the
nematodes. 'Ibey also reported that nuclei in similarly affected cells
or resistant

potato roots failed to stain with Fuelgen which indicates

the loss of chromatin material.

sizes were also evident in alfalta

Ribosome-coated vesicles of various
cells.

These vesicles were probably

derived from fragmenting membranesystems and were further evidence of
general cell deterioration.
Another evidence or general cell deterioration

involved the

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) which appeared to be sparsely branched, and
variously coated with ribosomes in the control and giant cells,
the senescent cells

of the quadruplex alfalfa,

ed, swollen, and ribosome coated (Fig. 28).

but in

the ERwas highly branchSimilar branching or the

ERwas reported by Paulson and Webster (60).
Cell membranedestruction with resultant

lytes, as was described tor the eypersensitive
bacteria

reactions induced by

(28), was not evident in the alfalta-nematode interaction.

There was no evidence or extracellular
and

efflux of cell electro-

accumulations of electrolytes,

membraneswere more slowly destroyed than in cells infected by bac-

teria.

The cristae or mitochondria also became indistinct

prior to loss

or the external membranesin the nematode-induced hypersensitive

tion.

In bacterial-induced

reactions,

reac-
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the outer mitochondrial membranes

appeared more labile than the inner membranesystems (28).
Ultimately, the nematodes became surrounded by necrotic cells
(Fig. 32) which eventually became devoid

or cytoplasm

(Fig. 3h).

nematodes usually remained in these sites until they died.

The

Similar

immobilization of both sedentary and non-sedentary nematodes within the
infection sites has been reported (15, 68, 85). The apparent cause or

death under these conditions appeared to be by starvation

as was sug-

gested by Dropkin (1$), who dissected nematode larvae from necrotic tis-

sues 6 days after inoculation and showed that the larvae were capable of
establishing

normal infections when reinoculated

to susceptible

However, he noted that even though the larvae were still

alive,

plants.
they

would not leave the necrotic infection sites.
The reason tor the quiescent behavior of nematodes associated
with hypersensitive

plant reactions is not known. Dropkin (l.S) specu-

lated that Meloidogz.nelarvae move in response to a gradient of stimuli
which eminates from differentiating

tissues within the roots, and that

larvae remain quiescent when the gradient is interrupted

by cell necro-

sis.

Resistant reactions - t>JaElexalfalfa
Most ultrastructural

changes which have been previously dis-

cussed £or infected susceptible Lahontan and the quadruplex resistant
alfalfas

were also observed in the duplex variety.

observed which were hypersensitive

Someplants were

to the invading larvae J some plants

were intermediate, which permitted giant cell induction without nematode

7S

maturation, and other plants were completely susceptible.
The highly resistant
by a more hypersensitive
roots.

The primary

plants reacted to the invading nematodes

reaction than was induced in quadruplex alfalfa

roots often ceased to grow after invasion by the

nematodes. Browning ot the tissues was more evident in duplex alfalfa
roots than it was in quadruplex roots.

Numerouscells became lignified.

Somecells which were a considerable distance from the nematodes also
became lignified

(Fig. 37). Cells along the path or entry of nematodes

into the roots also browned and subsequent lignif'ication

The duplex alfalfa
the primary

readily gave rise to lateral

occurred.
roots alter

root ceased to grow. A similar response was observed by

Reynolds (64) in alfalfa

roots attacked by ~- ~ncg[~t~.•

the branch roots was observed more often in· duplex alfalfa
1n the quadruplex variety.

Formation or
than it was

Less frequent branching in the quadruplex

alfalfa may have been due to the more tolerant response to the nematodes
which this variety displayed.
The causes

or browning is

not understood.

There is some evidence

that browning is correlated with the presence ot phenols or phenolic
precursors in the cells (62, 78).

Vacuolar inclusions which appeared

to be similar to phenolic compoundswhich Esau (20) called tannins, were

observed in some or the cells which had turned brown. However, the
inclusions appeared intact.

It,

in fact,

the browning which was observed

in the infected roots was caused by phenolic compounds, lignin, which

is a related aromatic compound(54) may possibly be formed as a logical
sequential step.
It was not determined

why

nematodes fail

attar successfully inducing giant cells,

to complete life cycles

although it was commonly
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ob1erved that nematodeawhich tailed to complete lite c70lea were associated with giant cells which lacked the abundant dense cytoplasm which
is usuall.7 present when nematodes produced large numbers
diffuse highly' vacuolate condition

or eggs.

of these giant cells Jla1' have been

caused b7 lack ot plant response to the nematodes secretions,
may reflect

ficient

ditterences

stimulator7

or it

of nematodes to produce suf-

in the abilities

stimulatory- substances to maintain the giant cells.

nematodes investigated

The

in this study' apparentl7

However,

produce sufficient

substances since nematodes completed life

cycles in some

duplex plants.
An extreme case which demonstrates

to nematode secretions
that root-knot

b7 Reynolds et al. (66) who reported

was reported

larvae penetrated

leaving symptoms. Differences

the lack of plant response

alt'alta

roots then migrated out without

in the abilit7

or larvae

responses has been observed for di.t'ferent reot-knot
and for different

47).

populations

within the same species (2,

nematode strain

the genetic makeup of individual
in the inabilit7

differences.

14, 16,

29,

As a consequence, the giant cells

in

stimulate

may-have failed

the giant

to produce

for nematode sur'lival.

Tissues of different
variously- to the penetrating
nematodes as tissues

However, variations

larvae may have existed which resulted

of some nematodes to sufficiently

adequate nutrients

ages within
larvae.

the same root may- also respond

Increased resistance

toward the

aged has been reported by some investigators

4S, S3., 6,3}. A hypersensitive
alfalfa

nematode species

For this study', nematode inoculum was derived t'rom. a single egg

mass to eliminate

cells.

to induce plant

reaction

(18,

to nematode invasion in duplex

root tips was comm.onlyobserved, whereas tissues

behind these

root tips responded b7 forming giant cells.

However, in someplant roots

decreases as the tiasues become older.
4_-10 mill trmn the tips,

because giant cells

nematodes still

It appears that resiatance

tailed

to develop to maturit7

(Fig. 44).

became necrotic

Similar necrotic

reac-

giant cell induction have also been observed

tions which occurred attar

(18, 4S, 63).

b7 other investigators
Light - IAA_e~~~9~

It has been suggested that indole-acetic

giant cell formation (49, 84).

Perhaps proplastid

a visual means or linking indole-acetic
Different
plants.

concentrations

acid is involved in
modifications

are

acid with giant cell formation.

or IAAwere injected

into susceptible

Lahontan

The general lack or plant response in these experiments ma:,

be due to inadequacies or the experimental methods.
gations need to be conducted be.tore conclusions

or phytoterritin

in the root cell proplastids

light

treated

and plants

due to the utilization

with light

or plants

and indole-acetic

or the

plant.

Seokbach (72) stated

that phytoterritin,

is a means the plant

has for storing

formation.

tor the indole-acetic

can be made.

'l'he loss

treated with
acid was probabl7

ot the iron in the formation or chloroplasts

in the above-ground portions

in chloroplast

Further investi•

Hyde et

!!•

(36) and

a complex or protein
excess iron until

and iron,

it is needed

Additional iron was not added to the plants

acid investigations,

which ma7 explain why phyto-

fem tin was not present in these proplastids.
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CCllCLUSIONS
Microscopic investigations

of susceptible

and

resistant

alfalfa

infected with Maloidogrna hapla Chitwood resulted in the

varieties

following conclusions.
1. Giant cells are .formedby enlargement of' individual cells
and the

enlarged cells becomemultinucleate b7 mitosis without

cytokinesis.
2.

Proplas tids in giant cells becomehighly- modified tubular

complexes which may function in protein storage.

3. The primarf •chanism of resistance
ruplex resistant

alfalfa varieties

is a hypersensitive reac-

tion to nematode injected substances.
exist which prevent maturation

in duplex and quadOther mechanisms

or nematodes after

induction in Lahontan and duplex resistant

h.

The stimulus which initiates

giant cell

alfalt'a.

the hypersensitive

reaction

is not confined to the cells penetrated by the nematode st7let.

$.

The hypersensitivity-

duplex resistant

reaction was more intense in cells of

alf'alta than it was in cells

reais tant variety.

6.

The consistent expression or resistance

was only observed in quadruplax resistant
gene tor .H•hapla resistance

or the

quadruplex

toward the nematode
alfalfa

which has a

in each of the four genomes com-

prising the genetic makeupof the plant.
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LIGHT AND ELECTRON MICRCSCOP! OF RESISTANT AND SUSCEPl'IBI.I
ALFALFA ROOTS INFECTED BY MELOIDCDYNE HAPLA

Bernard Al Tait
Department ot Botany and Range Science
Ph.D. Degree., April 1974
ABSmACT

Resistant (6$-410 and 6S-393) and susceptible (breeders Lahontan) alfalfa seedlings were infected with the Northern root-knot nematode, Meloido.ll!!!. hapl!. • Intected roots were fixed 1 atained 1 and
embedded in plastic tor ultrastructural investigations. Sections ot
plastic embedded tis1ue 1 cut at o.;-1.s microns tor light mioroacopy
invest11ationa, were stained with various histochemical 1tains to
determine the chemical composition or the nematode-altered tissues.
In the susceptible cultivar, giant cells were rormed by enlargement
ot nematode-stimulated cells without cell wall lysis. The giant cells
became mul tinuclea te by karyokinesia without cytokinesi1. Proplaa tide
in tbe giant cells became structurally altered to torm tubular complexes. The resistant plants usually responded to the nematode• by
a h7Per1en1itivit7 reaction tollowed by extensive wall buildup in
cells surrounding the infection sites. Nematodes often remained in
the necrotic tissues.

